Call for Artists
The Quartermaster is a storied campus of
South Philadelphia currently undergoing a
bold redevelopment plan.
The historic Quartermaster Depot was a “little Pentagon,” a
close-knit factory serving military needs for textiles and flags
for over 100 years. Stitch by stitch, the Quartermaster has
weaved its reputation of coming together to get things done,
with plenty of room for fun.
Driven by our original sense of productivity and community the
Q is now proudly readying to serve a new generation. Creative
firms, artisans and makers, entrepreneurs and tech startups,
healthcare, research and lab users or government services will
all find a place in the rich tapestry of the Quartermaster.

Seeking artists to capture the creative spirit of the Q.
Learn more about us: www.quartermasterphl.com

Campus Orientation

Currently in Progress

The Creative Task
We are embarking on the first of several creative endeavours at the
Quartermaster.
Development plans call for activated park settings in our Sycamore Grove and a future
event space tentatively called the “Playground.” Large scale opportunities within the walls
of our campus can be forseen for future as well.
At present, we are seeking artists to provide and ultimately execute a creative concept
for a few potential sites (details to follow). Interested parties should respond with an
expression of interest and provide a representative sample that highlights the caliber of
their work and aesthetic direction. We look to showcase (while supporting with a fair fee
reflecting time and labor) the work of artists and do not wish to necessarily prescribe a
theme.
Our campus has a long history of work, community and productivity - coming together to
meet the biggest demands of each generation. Today we are at the center of a
neighborhood both deeply rooted and on the rise.
We expect to review the responses of interested parties and follow up with site tour and
meeting if possible. If not alternate arrangements will be made. All repondents will also be
considered for future art projects throughout the Q.
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Statement Walls and Crosswalks
The Quartermaster is seeking art concepts for a statement wall and a series
of three crosswalks that influence the entry perspective from 21st Street.
The rendering at bottom is how our architecture partner conceived them as
potential focal points to the main avenue.
Current condition site images follow on next page.

Conceptual

Statement Wall and Crosswalks (continued)
Wall Dimensions (Approximate) 10’ high x 60’ long
Substantial greening projects and addition of modern lighting to this central
avenue is currently underway.

Actual

Skywalk
The Quartermaster has two unique skywalks (one spans Buildings 15 and 6
and the other spans Buildings 12 and 6.) We believe these can serve as
potential locations for creative mural artwork and are seeking creative
concepts.

Skywalk Dimensions (Approximate) 10’ high x 30’ long

Sycamore Grove Fence
The Sycamore Grove will be the first of a few public spaces at the Quartermaster. We
will soon be adding modern furniture and a lighting feature. The space is a mature
sun-dappled grassy area that will primarily serve as a food truck station and outdoor
dining spot for the campus’ current tenants. We would like to work with an artist to
conceive and execute a vibrant concept on the fencing that backs this area. We are
open to digital artists to provide designs for fence screening. Ultimately the actual
fence seen here may be replaced prior to addition of artwork. The rendering at bottom
is the placeholder concept as conceived by our architectural partner.

Fence Dimensions (Approximate) 8’ high x 60’ long

2800 S. 20TH STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA

Submit Interest by April 10, 2020 to:
Elizabeth Brand
Director of Marketing, Colliers International
elizabeth.brand@colliers.com

